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1. Relevant Documents and Background

  - WG2 N4968_1c (= IRG N2300_1c = Korea K2396_1gc)
    A proposal requesting a horizontal extension of 152 Hanja chars, 2018.06.01.

  - IRG N2300_EisoFeedback, 2018.06.05.
   Mr. Eiso suggested that glyphs of five Hanja chars be changed to follow the ROK 
conventions.

2. Korea NB investigated this issue and concluded as explained below.
  - Rep. of Korea decided to change glyphs of 4 characters; however, the glyph of one char 
remains unchanged.



2.1 KR will change the glyphs of four characters: 
   U+22427:K6-1010, U+7FD3:K6-104B, U+29736:K6-107A, U+2A6B0:K6-1093 

  - Mr. Eiso suggested KRto modify the following four glyphs.



  - KR investigated this issue and found that glyphs of these four characters did not follow the 
ROK convention; therefore, KR decided to change glyphs as suggested by Mr. Eiso.  The 4 
modified glyphs are shown below:

        



2.2 KR decided not to change the glyph of one character: U+28ACF:K6-106C 

  - Mr. Eiso suggested KR to modify the following one glyph.

  - KR investigated this issue and found that there are five K characters in UCS containing 

率: the glyph of 率 in U+7387 is different from the glyphs of 率 in the remaining four 

characters.



  - KR decided not to change the glyph of K6-106C: .

3. KR will take follow-up actions

1) KR will send a TTF file and a BMP file containing modified glyphs of these four characters. 

2) KR will update KS X 1026-5:2014 by modifying the glyph of these four characters in the 
future.
3) KR will discuss whether to modify the glyph of K0-6163 in KS X 1001 in the future: 

.

- Rep. of Korea really appreciates Mr. Eiso's efforts to check and make good suggestions.

4. Note 
  - The attached TTF file (k2396_33i_K6_v21_20190607_152_chars.ttf) reflects change of 5 
glyphs: four glyphs described above and one more glyph of K6-1022 (shown below) 
documented in WG2 N5016 (= IRG N2349 = K2396_21).

* * *


